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1923: 
AMERICA CHANGES THE GAME

This was the year that completely changed the complexion of the
Schneider Trophy competition. It had now become an all-out quest for
maximum speed with no consideration whatsoever for the commercial
potential of the airplanes. Justification for all this high power and speed
was that it improved subsequent high-performance military aircraft. So
important was the quest for speed that the US Navy even went so far as
to assign fighter designations to some airplanes that it ordered as pure
racers. From 1923 on, it was very evident that the Schneider competi-
tions would have a great effect on subsequent lines of high-speed aircraft
and engine development, especially the cowling and cooling of engines,
the almost universal adoption of metal propellers, and a greater aware-
ness for careful streamlining.

Since England had won the trophy in 1922, it hosted the 1923
event, held on 28 September at Cowes on the southern coast of
England. The course was a very narrow 42.867-mile triangle. As at
Venice, the triangle was so narrow that the turns at the ends were prac-
tically 180-degrees, but the straightaway was the longest ever, 18.52-
miles. Only five laps of this course were to be flown.

The bitter memory of the poor planning and primitive facilities at
Bournemouth in 1919 were erased by the excellent hangars and launch-
ing ramps of the S.E. Saunders Company of Cowes, noted builders of

conventional boats as well as flying boats.
Four countries entered —

England, the host; France, Italy, and
the United States. Citing the press of busi-

ness, the Italian Macchi and Savoia firms said
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that they could not prepare new racers in time and withdrew. However,
this was just a cover-up; the turbulent political situation in Italy and the
rise of Mussolini’s fascists precluded government support for entries that
a depressed industry could not afford to finance on its own.

One British contender that had been scheduled for the 1923 event,
the 1919 Sopwith Schneider, since modified and re-engined as the
Sopwith/Hawker Rainbow, crashed in an earlier landplane race, leaving
only two other British entries to qualify. France was to send five, but
only four reached England and only three made it to the starting line.

AMERICAN PARTICIPATION 
The special effort on the part of the USA deserves separate men-

tion. To appreciate the unusual effort one has to understand the terrific
publicity battle that had been going on between the US Navy’s air arm
and the US Army Air Service. A Navy plane won the 1921 Pulitzer, to
which the Army responded by ordering two new racers from Curtiss
that finished one-two in the 1922 Pulitzer. The Navy had placed third
and fourth with its upgraded 1921 models, while hot new designs for the
1922 race had fizzled out.

After the Army’s 1922 win, the Navy ordered other new Curtiss
racers for 1923, placing first and sec-
ond, but that is getting ahead
of the story. The idea for
Navy participation in
the 1923 Sch-
neider com-
petition
was

When the Curtiss racers, pilots, and
crews showed up at Cowes for the

1923 Schneider event, the Brits and
the Europeans were stunned. To

them, it seemed like the Americans
had made every one of their designs

obsolete — plus it seemed to happen
almost overnight. Incredibly

streamlined and fitted with the most
powerful engines of the time, the

racers defined speed. Looking over
his shoulder, Lt. Rutledge Irvine in

CR-3 No. 2 A-6081 exudes
confidence. For the race, Lt. David

Rittenhouse was assigned as
pilot for CR-3 A-6801

while Lt. Irvine
would fly CR-3 

A-6080.


